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About
CultureShift
Culture Shift provides creative opportunities for adults and young people, to support them
develop a sense of belonging and help them achieve their full potential. We believe everyone
can be creative and we know that creativity supports all aspects of health and wellbeing.
Established in 2011 as a CIC, we are now a charity currently celebrating ten successful years
working across the South East, enabling an estimated 50,000 beneficiaries to gain new skills,
increase confidence and improve health.

Careers and Skills Work
We work with every sort of person, through all stages in their lives. Two hundred
businesses and industry professionals from all sectors contribute each year to the huge
success of our Creative Café Careers events. We regularly engage with employers and
professionals from a range of sectors including creative & digital, construction & land based
industries, health & social care, IT and environmental & green economy in our programmes.
Creative Café Careers Events form the heart of our flagship careers and skills programme.
At these events we bring together young people and professionals to explore the different
worlds of work in a lively, creative and informal environment.
The Covid-19 pandemic provided an opportunity to plan and facilitate these events online
and we have been successful in adapting our delivery as a result. We continue to work with
a broad range of employers to connect and engage with young people and adults in this
virtual environment, and have developed accompanying activities, films and resources that
can be delivered alongside the events themselves.
Each of our career events are bespoke and co-designed to accommodate students and
professionals from either a specific sector or from a range of industries. During the 20/21
academic year we engaged with over 5000 children, young people and adults across
Sussex, connecting them with professionals from a wide range of sectors. Activities were
predominantly delivered virtually due to the pandemic.

Very inclusive – All year 7+8 pupil premium students
catered for – fantastic range of professionals, engaging and
varied activities. A really fantastic and inspiring morning
[Teacher]

About the
Primary Careers Pilot
The Primary Careers Pilot was commissioned by East Sussex
Careers Hub to build on our online careers events and resources
being delivered in secondary schools, and in particular our Word
Café programme.
This was commissioned pre-pandemic by Hastings Opportunity
Area as part of the Get Hastings Reading campaign. It offered an
informal space where young people could meet and be inspired by
a range of professional wordsters, who shared something of their
working lives and the ways they use language in their work.
Activities included practical tasks to inspire young people to be
creative with words and recognise their skills in writing and
reading. Pre-pandemic we hosted face to face events, and during
Covid-19 restrictions developed as an online offer.
The Online Word Café involved a multi layered encounter
including a filmed interview with a professional, a preliminary
activity for teachers to lead in the classroom and a 30 minute or
hour-long online encounter with the professional where students
were further supported to develop their work. For the primary
pilot we proposed trialling the Word Café and expanding the offer
to include two further sets of resources to link to key curriculum
areas or sectors, in this instance numeracy and arts.
Between April and July 2021 the Word Café, Arts Café and
Numeracy Café were delivered in Cavendish, Shinewater Primary
The Haven VA CofE Methodist Primary and Parkland Junior
schools with Key Stage 2 children participating in the Word and
Art Cafes and Key Sage 1 pupils in the Numeracy Café.
Preliminary meetings were held to brief participating teachers.
The encounters with professionals were 30 minutes or an hour
depending on the number of pupils involved. Some sessions were
delivered face-face for the purposes of the pilot.

The package to include:
3 different sectors
4 x 5 minute films to
introduce 4 different
professionals/areas of
work with a related
task/resource
4 resource sheets to
introduce the tasks for use
in the classroom
8 x 30 minute online
sessions with the 4
professionals
Programme was designed to
consider six main themes:
Pupil experience
Programme content
Opportunities for
engagement
Facilitating buy-in
Improved planning
Professional/Practitioners
experience
Resource and knowledge
sharing

We loved the experience and I think it's one that all of the
children will never forget!
[Teacher]

Building On
What Works?
The What Works?, a career-related learning (CRL) in primary schools’ report
outlines the principles for effective practice: involving external organisations
and employers; embedding career-related learning within the curriculum as
part of a whole-school strategy; and making opportunities open to all.
The pilot aimed to deliver innovative sessions both face to face and online
within the targeted primary schools to
widened aspiration and increase confidence
challenge stereotypes
increase awareness of different types of jobs across a sector and/or using
different skills
Short term outcomes
to support East Sussex Careers Hub with introducing more CRL into
primary schools
to support integrated CRL into the curriculum in primary schools
to increase students' awareness of jobs and careers
to improve school relationships between professionals and local employers.
Longer term outcomes
increased positive attitude to learning
improving creative confidence along with literacy and numeracy skills
widening understanding of the world of work and different professions.
The shift to virtual modes of delivery due to Covid 19 offered the opportunity
for Culture Shift to increase programme reach and effectiveness by offering
both online delivery and for the Arts Café face to face engagement.

Practitioners
Involved
Word Café

Jake “Woodzy” Woods,
Rapper/Spoken Word Artist Introduction into Spoken Word
and Lyricism
Woodzy is a 24 year old artist
from Surrey. Performing has
always been part of his life, from
studying at the Brit School to then
go on to creating his first album
“Touch Wood”. Spoken word has
become another avenue on his
creative journey.

Art Café

Andrew Fitchett, Creative Arts
Tutor - Drawing From Observation
Drawing is at the very heart of his
creative work and is always the
starting point when developing a
painting. Andrew exhibits and sells
his paintings online and in art
galleries. He is also a senior tutor at
West Dean College where he
teaches a range of drawing and
painting courses.

Zo Daniels, Online
Community and Content
Manager - To Create a News
Piece
Zo is an activist working for
Spark and Co, A community
led organisation committed
to making information
accessible to people and
communities of colour,
empowering them to make
informed decisions and help
them navigate their way
through COVID-19.

Siddy Bennett, Singer and
Songwriter - Creating Your Own
Class Song using Pupils’ Lyrics
Siddy is a British singer and
songwriter. She has supported
numerous artists including George
Ezra, Tom Odell and Robert Plant,
while touring with her own band
Wildflowers. Alongside her own
career she co-writes for other
artists, mentors young musicians
and holds therapeutic one to one
sessions in music and songwriting.

Ismini was born in Athens, Greece,
coming to England to study and has
lived and worked here ever since.
Weaving helps her to connect the
things that interest her in our world
and uses numeracy and logic to help
plan and design. She creates art
pieces, designs fabrics that are
made and sold in shops and teaches
at universities and runs workshops.

Rachel performs traditional
myths, legends and folktales
from all cultures in educational,
therapeutic and celebratory
settings.
She specialises in environmental
storytelling across venues such
as; schools, day centres and even
in the woods!

Anna Soden, Theatre Maker Character Prep, Warm Up
Exercises, and Improvisation

Katy Whiteman, Graphic
Designer/Illustrator Design a Nature Badge/Motif

Faye Polden, Guitarist/Educator Creating Music For An Artist or
Project

Anna is an actor and musician.
She works in lots of plays, from
Shakespeare to pantomimes.
Anna also runs a theatre
company called Strawberry
Lion. They are currently touring
a children show called “Five
Children and It”.

Katy is a self-employed graphic
designer and illustrator, prior
to working at various creative
agencies in Brighton. Katy
designs for national charities,
local galleries, councils, and
SMEs. She designs branding,
graphic illustration &
fundraising material, for print,
web and social media.

Fay works as a guitarist with
bands and for artists. The sectors
of the industry she works across
are live performance, stage
management/festivals and
teaching/music leading. All the
jobs come together to create a
portfolio career, which changes
roles throughout the year.

Numeracy Café

Ismini Samanidou , Weaver To plan and create a weave!

Rachel Bennington, Storyteller
- Retelling Traditional Stories

Scott McKinley, Service Change
Claire Walker, Project Manager
Manager, London Buses - Tourist Attraction Activity
Bus Planning Activity
Scott manages the IT systems
that support the London Bus
Network. He provides accurate
bus travel information to
Londoners and looks at the
performance of bus routes,
operators, garages, and the
ways in which we can improve
these for their customers.

Claire works as a Project
Manager and helps to organise
activities and events with local
Universities, Colleges and
Schools. These projects and
activities for young people help
them to explore and understand
their options for what they
would like to do after school and
college.

Josh Babarinde, Entrepreneur Broken Tablet Screen Activity
Josh set up a business after
leaving school that employed
young people facing difficult
circumstances to repair broken
mobile phone screens. He has
won lots of awards for his
work, including a medal from
the Queen! He was also elected
to sit on Eastbourne Borough
Council in 2021.

Evaluation
Methodology

Feedback Surveys via
Google forms
Pupils
Teacher
Professional
Designed to measure
the enjoyment,
effectiveness and
impact of the sessions.
Included an
opportunity for
qualitative responses.

Word Café

Four Eastbourne Primary
schools signed up to pilot the
Word Café.

We shared with each school the
five-minute introductory films
and biographies for each of the
four professionals.
Each school chose which
professional they wished to
work with based on the above.
A planning meeting was
arranged between the school,
the professional and Culture
Shift representative.

At the planning meeting discussion included agreeing:
Year group
Numbers of pupils involved
Length of session either 1 x 60 mins or 2 x 30 min (depending
on nos of pupils)
Time and date of the online session
Any particular themes to consider as a focus E.G transition,
well being
Any specific information on targeted cohorts shared
Any agreed outputs e.g. a poem with a line for each of the
pupils in the class or a recording of the lyrics co created
All Word Cafes were delivered virtually so agreement on
which platform to use, Teams, Googlemeet or Zoom etc
Feedback and evaluation agreed to be via Google forms

Prior to the online session schools received access to the professional’s introductory film and a
worksheet for the teacher to share with the pupils and undertake some pre session activity with the
children. The online session were led by the professional and supported by a Culture Shift staff
member. Two of the schools chose to work with Siddy Bennett and the other two with Woodzy.
Neither chose to work with Rachel or Zo as they felt more attracted to what Siddy and Woodzy
were offering as a good fit for their cohorts.
Parkland session was with Siddy and their two Year 6 classes and each class produced lyrics for a
song that Siddy recorded and shared back with the school. One of these were linked to the Euros
and football, which unfortunately did not come home! but the song expressed some really positive
sentiments. The other song focused on transition and the memories of friends made at school.
"The children thoroughly enjoyed the session.
They loved seeing and hearing their words used to create the song"
Teacher
Haven session with Siddy and a year 5 class focused on a song about kindness and fighting the
darkness.
"I will be playing it to the kids later and they will love it!"
Teacher
Cavendish session was with Woodzy and yr 6s and another football and transition focused poem
was produced with hopes for the future and enthusiasm for the next school year. The school used this
opportunity to produce a short creative film of the pupils performing the poem ‘2021 has only just
begun’ as part of their moving on experience.
"Thank you SO much Woodzy, I love it! The kids will, too"
Teacher

Word Café
Shinewater's session
was with Woodzy and
the Yr 5s with a focus
on transition and
producing a poem, also
named '2021 has only
just begun' that the
class could perform
with a line for each of
the pupils to say.

"Thank you very much
for that; I love the
poem.
I think all of year 5 are
going to do some work
performing it in the last
few days of term"
Teacher

2021 has only just begun
2021 has only just begun
This year it’s time to see friends,
To go out and have fun

As 2021 is here
Let’s hope for no more tears
Leave them all in the past
Like the last disappointing year
Please
When covid is gone I hope we can finally breathe
The euros were gone with no-one to see
But now they’re back and I’m smiling with glee
It didn’t come home but we all came together
2021 has me feeling much better
It’s a new day
Currently I’m in 5FC, soon to be in 6KJ
now it’s not too far away
When I get there I’ll be shouting “hooray”
Year 6 is coming closer and closer
Creeping through the window
I’m nervous but excited for a brand new intro
Now we can go out to restaurants and not stay home
Outside is no longer a danger zone
School holidays are getting really close
Going travelling is what I want to do the most
Society is advancing into the age of technology
Although we have some restrictions still we are becoming
more free
What’s next in 2022?
Everyone everywhere is looking forward to what’s new
Seeing things from a different view
A fresh start
We all can have hope to full up our hearts
This is for us
There’s so much more to come
Here’s to the rest of the year as 2021 has only just begun

Pupil Feedback
Word Cafe
The Word Café has
encouraged me to try
new things
The Word Café has
helped me feel more
confident and
creative with words
I have found out about
how people use writing
in their careers

I enjoyed the Word
Café

100% of Pupils would
recommend

Pupil Feedback
Word Cafe
“Writing a song
and working as
a team”

"I enjoyed how I could
basically write
whatever I wanted to
so I could use my
creativity"

"That what ever
comes into your
head, you can
make a song of it
straight away"

“Hearing our
lyrics being
sung by
Siddy”
“Learning about
specific genres
(especially writing
a rap)”
"I enjoyed the free
write at the
beginning because it
helped me get ideas
for my poem"

"Thinking of what
to write was
different and fun
and meeting new
people"

What did you enjoy most about the
Word Café?

Teacher Feedback
Word Cafe
How helpful was the film
and resource in introducing
the professional and their
session?

How valuable was it for your
class to meet a professional
that uses words in their
career?

Our children absolutely loved the session and came
away feeling incredibly happy and proud that their
lyrics were used to create a song. They particularly
enjoyed every time that Siddy sang their lyrics back to
them and that seemed to be what motivated them the
most in the session."

[Teacher]

100% of Teachers would
recommend

Art Café

Cavendish agreed to host the Pilot of our Creative Arts
Café, which followed the format of the Word Cafe.

We shared with each school the five-minute introductory
films and biographies for each of the four professionals.
With Davina Wakelin, Acting Head, we decided that it
would interesting to test out the cafés with different
year groups. It was agreed that we would also trial
running two of the cafes face to face and two of the
cafés online both with two year 5 classes. This meant
that each year 5 class would experience one online
session and one face to face session during the morning.
We agreed the times and dates of both the online and
face to face sessions to run consecutively.
A further planning meeting was arranged between the
class teachers, each of the four professionals and Culture
Shift representative.

At the planning meeting discussion
included agreeing:
Numbers of pupils involved
Length of each session 1 x 60 mins approximately
with a break before the next session
Which professionals would be coming into school
and which would be delivering online
Materials to be provided by the school
Materials and resources to be provided by each
professional and/or Culture Shift
Any particular themes to consider as a focus e.g
skills building, increasing confidence and self esteem
Any agreed outputs e.g. a piece of music, a badge
design
Agreement on which platform to use Googlemeet
Feedback and evaluation agreed to be via Google
forms

Prior to the online session schools received access to the professional’s introductory film and a worksheet for the teacher to
share with the pupils and undertake some pre session activity with the children.
The online and face to face sessions were led by the professionals and supported by Culture Shift staff member. A Culture
Shift member of staff was present in the school to support both online and face to face sessions. All the professionals
introduced themselves to the class and responded to a pupil Q&A at the end of the session.
Andrew’s (Creative Artist) session was face to face and focused on building confidence in drawing and trying out new skills
called Drawing from Observation. He introduced a famous British Pop Artist and encouraged pupils to think about his
work whilst asking pupils to undertake a practical drawing using some tips for success.
"I enjoyed learning new art skills and technology"
Pupil
Faye’s (Musician) face to face session involved the pupils working in small groups and sharing roles and responsibilities as
well as instruments to create a class track. This included the pupils listening to each other and arranging their musical
ideas. Faye and the teacher recorded the outputs.
"Thanks so much for all your hard work and
time setting up this incredible event for our students."
Careers Lead
Anna’s (Theatre maker) online session challenged the whole class to take part in a physical warm up and preparing for a
"character exercise". Pupils were encouraged to work in pairs to improvise a scenario in character. Anna shared with the
class her personal career journey and also talked about the range of different job opportunities in the industry
"I think that the session were pitched perfectly for Year 5"
Teacher
Kate’s (Graphic Designer) online session included an exciting pack of resource shared prior to the teacher. Each pupil was
challenged to design a nature badge/motif and encouraged to name their badge. Kate shared top graphic design tips for
producing a successful design and shared insights into the industry and the organisations she works for.
"The creative Adventure of a graphic designer"
Pupil

Pupil Feedback
Art Cafe
The Art Café has
encouraged me to try
new things
I am interested in
finding out more
about careers that
involve the arts?
I have found out about
how people use
creativity in their
careers
I enjoyed the Word
Café

100% of Pupils would
recommend

Pupil Feedback
Art Cafe
“I enjoyed doing the
badges because it
was very calming.”

“Its really fun, teaches
many more jobs and
teaches to never let
your dream down”

"I like acting because
when I act, I do lots of
funny things and we
all get to laugh.”

“I like art because it
just takes all my bad
thoughts away and I
lose myself in a art
world.”

“That the artist
was amazing, I
loved that I’ve
started to draw.”

“I like doing art
because I find it
really fun and I liked
cutting out the
different shapes”

“That we got to
have fun and be
ourselves”

“I liked the planning
drawings because I
drew a log and liked
shading.”

“Making the music. It
was very fun and
exciting because I
liked meeting Faye
she was very kind.”

What did you enjoy most about the
Art Café?

Teacher Feedback
Art Cafe

How helpful was the film
and resource in introducing
the professional and their
session?

How valuable was it for your
class to meet a professional
who pursues a creative
career?

I think the sessions held were great
and pitched correctly for Year 5
[Teacher]

100% of Teachers would
recommend

Numeracy Café
Cavendish also agreed to host the Pilot of our Numeracy
Café, which followed the format of the Word and
Creative Arts Cafe
We shared with each school the five-minute introductory
films and biographies for each of the four professionals.
With Davina Wakelin, Acting Head, it was agreed to
test out the café with lower age group year 2s. Due to
logistics, covid restrictions and capacity of
professionals it was agreed at all four cafes would be
delivered virtually with each year 2 class having the
opportunity to work with two different professionals
A further planning meeting was arranged between the
class teachers, each of the four professionals and Culture
Shift representative.

At the planning meeting discussion
included agreeing:
Numbers of pupils involved
Length of each session 1 x 50 mins
approximately with a break before the next
session
Materials to be provided by the school
Materials and resources to be provided by
each professional and/or Culture Shift
Any particular themes to consider as a focus
e.g. levels of confidence with numbers
Any agreed outputs e.g. fun task to complete
Agreement on which platform to use
Googlemeet
Feedback and evaluation agreed to be via
Google forms

Prior to the online session schools received access to the professional’s introductory film and a worksheet for the
teacher to share with the pupils and undertake some pre session activity with the children.
The online sessions were led by the professionals and supported by Culture Shift staff member. All the professionals
introduced themselves to the class, guided their task and responded to a pupil Q&A at the end of the session about
their career journey.
Claire’s (A Project Manager) session used various local Eastbourne tourist attractions as a focus to get the children to
complete a number task.
"Valued Claire taking questions from the children"
Teacher
Scott’s (Service Manager, London Buses) session challenged the pupils to use the resource task sheet to work out
best routes for journeys set by Scott during the session.
"Something practical for the children to do. Perhaps differentiated slightly for differing abilities"
Teacher
Josh’s (Local Entrepreneur) session’s was delivered by freelance producer Marina due to Josh’s capacity to deliver on
the day. Pupils were challenged to work through a number of tasks related to shapes using templates supplied
following the theme of a broken screen on a tablet or mobile device.
"Really great to hear that it went down well. Wow, lots of questions. Do let Cav know what I’d be happy to come in
and answer them in person/live on Zoom "
Josh
Ismini’s (Weaver and Designer) session tested the pupils with not only their numerical competence at recognising
patterns and using a grid to create a design but also their motor skills when cutting out strips of paper and
constructing a design.
"We were planning to do weaving later this term so will link this in to that."
Teacher

Pupil Feedback
Numeracy Cafe

The Numeracy Café
has encouraged me to
try new things
I have found out about
how people use
numeracy in their
careers
I enjoyed the Numeracy
Café

100% of Pupils would
recommend

Pupil Feedback
Numeracy Cafe

“Hearing Scott
explain his job.”

“Discussing why
a bus might be
late.”

“Enjoyed shading
in the patterns.
She was patient
with us.”

“Liked her
explanations and
being able to ask
lots of questions about
his job.”

What did you enjoy most about the
Numeracy Café?

Teacher Feedback
Numeracy Cafe

How helpful was the film
and resource in introducing
the professional and their
session?

How valuable was it for your
class to meet a professional
who talks about maths and
numeracy in their job?

Ismini's enthusiasm and passion for her
work. Her ability to engage the children
was great.
[Teacher]

100% of Teachers would
recommend

Professional Feedback
From All Cafes
To what extent did you
enjoy your involvement in
the café?

How well supported did you
feel?
“The people who work for
Culture Shift are incredibly
organised, patient and helpful.
The experience working with
the team has been great.”

“The interaction with the class, and
their enthusiasm. It felt good to be
part of something creative, fun
and different to a normal working
day”

"I enjoyed creating the session
and answering the interview
questions as it was out of my
comfort zone but organised in a
completely no pressure way. I
really enjoyed the online session
with the class too and sorting
mini resource packs out”

“It was great to work alongside
other artists in different sectors of
the arts. Working with the children
to create their piece was fantastic
and to see all their ideas and it
coming together as a group in the
final performance.”

"I enjoyed developing the project. Teaching face to face and sharing
useful knowledge with and interacting with the pupils.”

100% of Professionals would
take part again

What We Have
Learnt
Drawing on evidence from across the
evaluation, the following key areas of
learning emerged at the programme-level
include:
Appetite for primary CRL: The pilot has
demonstrated that there is an appetite for
primary CRL and to offer the Word,
Creative and Numeracy Cafes to all
Primary Schools across the county
Numeracy Café was harder to find
suitable professionals and there is some
concern over future capacity of current
individual practitioners
Improvements and tweaks for each
session was necessary to ensure the
optimal inclusion of practical activities for
pupil engagement
KS1 Numeracy Café posed an issue in
terms of planning for differentiating
abilities
There is opportunity for more ongoing
engagement or follow up sessions to
embed learning and provide possibilities
for more pupil engagement with
professionals around their job and specific
skills

Limitations
Covid 19 on student numbers and at
times school staffing
We found it was important to run a
tech test with the school and
professional to try and mitigate any
issues arising from technology
Incomplete and variable data
collection
One off sessions meant it was difficult to
measure longer term impact including
primary schools’ ability to continue to
deliver and embed CRL for example:
Some of the professionals would
prefer to deliver sessions face to face
and others prefer virtual
engagement for the flexibility and
efficiency
Some of the schools would prefer
face to face sessions, whilst others
happy for online delivery

Factors Supporting
Success
SLT buy in
Culture Shift planning and design session with professionals
Pre planning session with teachers and professionals
Good communication with schools and individual teachers
Experienced facilitators on board to support online sessions
Tailoring of films, resources and
worksheets to prepare teachers
and students for online/face to
face sessions
Ability to assess success of a
blended offer both online and
face to face.
A virtual delivery option
increased the diversity and
range of professionals taking
part
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For more information contact
us via email:
Info@Cultureshift.org.uk
or via our website
www.cultureshift.org.uk

I enjoyed seeing how positive
role models use writing
professionally

[Teacher]

